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Abstract

There has been a proliferation of proposed mental modules in an attempt to account for different

cognitive functions but so far there has been no successful account of their integration. ACT-R

(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) has evolved into a theory that consists of multiple modules but also

explains how they are integrated to produce coherent cognition. The perceptual-motor modules, the

goal module, and the declarative memory module are presented as examples of specialized systems

in ACT-R. These modules are associated with distinct cortical regions. These modules place chunks

in buffers where they can be detected by a production system that responds to patterns of

information in the buffers. At any point in time a single production rule is selected to respond to the

current pattern. Subsymbolic processes serve to guide the selection of rules to fire as well as the

internal operations of some modules. Much of learning involves tuning of these subsymbolic

processes. Empirical examples are presented that illustrate the predictions of ACT-R’s modules.  In

addition, two models of complex tasks are described to illustrate how these modules result in strong

predictions when they are brought together.   One of these models is concerned with complex

patterns of behavioral data in a dynamic task and the other is concerned with fMRI data obtained in a

study of symbol manipulation.
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Psychology, like other sciences, has seen an inexorable movement towards specialization. This is

seen in the proliferation of specialty journals in the field but also in the proliferation of special-topic

articles in this journal, which is supposed to serve as the place where ideas from psychology meet.

Specialization is a necessary response to complexity in a field. Along with this move to a

specialization in topics studied, there has been a parallel move toward viewing the mind as

consisting of a set of specialized components. With varying degrees of consensus and controversy

there have been claims for separate mechanisms for processing visual objects versus locations

(Ungerleider & Miskin, 1982), for procedural versus declarative knowledge (Squire, 1987), for

language (Fodor, 1983), for arithmetic (Dehaene, Spelke, Stanescu, Rinel, & Tsivkin, 1999), for

categorical knowledge (Warrington & Shallice, 1984), and for cheater detection (Cosmides &

Tooby, 2000), to name just a few.

While there are good reasons for at least some of the proposals for specialized cognitive modules,

there is something unsatisfactory about the result—an image of the mind as a disconnected set of

mental specialties. One can ask “how is it all put back together?” An analogy here can be made to

the study of the body. Modern biology and medicine have seen a successful movement towards

specialization responding to the fact that various body systems and parts are specialized for their

functions. However, because the whole body is readily visible, the people who study the shoulder

have a basic understanding how their specialty relates to the specialty of those who study the hand

and the people who study the lung have a basic understanding of how their specialty relates to the

specialty of those who study the heart. Can one say the same of the person who studies
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categorization and the person who studies on-line inference in sentence processing or of the person

who studies decision making and the person who studies motor control?

Newell (1990) argued for cognitive architectures that would explain how all the components of the

mind worked to produce coherent cognition. In his book he described the Soar system, which was

his best hypothesis about the architecture. We have been working on a cognitive architecture called

ACT-R (e.g., Anderson & Lebiere, 1998), which is our best hypothesis about such an architecture. It

has recently undergone a major development into a version called ACT-R 5.0 and this form offers

some new insights into the integration of cognition. The goal of this paper is to describe how

cognition is integrated in the ACT-R theory.  The quote below gives the essence of Newell’s

argument for an integrated system:

“A single system (mind) produces all aspects of behavior. It is one mind that minds

them all. Even if the mind has parts, modules, components, or whatever, they all

mesh together to produce behavior. Any bit of behavior has causal tendrils that extend

back through large parts of the total cognitive system before grounding in the

environmental situation of some earlier times. If a theory covers only one part or

component, it flirts with trouble from the start. It goes without saying that there are

dissociations, independencies, impenetrabilities, and modularities. These all help to

break the web of each bit of behavior being shaped by an unlimited set of

antecedents. So they are important to understand and help to make that theory simple

enough to use. But they don’t remove the necessity of a theory that provides the total

picture and explains the role of the parts and why they exist” (pp. 17-18).
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Newell enumerates many of the advantages that a unified theory has to offer; but this paper will

highlight two. The first is concerned with producing a theory that is capable of attacking real-world

problems and the second is concerned with producing a theory that is capable of integrating the mass

of data from cognitive neuroscience methods like brain imaging.

The remaining sections of this paper consist of two major parts and then a conclusion. The first

major part is concerned with describing the ACT-R theory and consists of five sections – one

describing the overall theory and then four sections elaborating on the major components of the

system – the perceptual-motor modules, the goal module, the declarative module, and the procedural

system. As we describe each component we will try to identify how they contribute to the overall

integration of cognition. The second major part of the paper consists of two sections illustrating the

applications of an integrated architecture to understanding our two domains of interest. One section

will describe an application of the ACT-R theory to understanding acquisition of human skill with a

complex real-world system and the other section will describe an application to integrating data that

come from a complex brain imaging experiment.

The ACT-R 5.0 Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture of ACT-R 5.0.  It consists of a set of modules, each

devoted to processing a different kind of information.   Figure 1 contains some of the modules in the

system – a visual module for identifying objects in the visual field,  a manual module for controlling

the hands, a declarative module for retrieving information from memory, and a goal module for

keeping track of current goals and intentions. Coordination in the behavior of these modules is
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achieved through a central production system. This central production system is not sensitive to most

of the activity of these modules but rather can only respond to a limited amount of information that

is deposited in the buffers of these modules. For instance, people are not aware of all the

information in the visual field but only the object they are currently attending to. Similarly, people

are not aware of all the information in long-term memory but only the fact currently retrieved. Thus,

Figure 1 illustrates the buffers passing information back and forth to the central production system.

The core production system can recognize patterns in these buffers and make changes to these

buffers – as for instance, when it makes a request to perform an action in the manual buffer. In the

terms of Fodor (1983) the information in these modules is largely encapsulated and the modules

communicate only through the information they make available in their buffers.  It should be noted

that the EPIC architecture (Kieras et al, 1999) has adopted a similar modular organization for its

production system architecture.

The theory is not committed to exactly how many modules there are but a number have been

implemented as part of the core system. The buffers of these modules hold the limited information

that the production system can respond to. They have similarities to Baddeley’s (1986) working

memory “slave” systems.  The buffers in Figure 1 are particularly important to this paper and we

have noted cortical regions we think they are associated with.  The goal buffer keeps track of one’s

internal state in solving a problem. In Figure 1 it is associated with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

(DLPFC), but as we will discuss later its neural associations are undoubtedly more complex. The

retrieval buffer, in keeping with the HERA theory (Nyberg, Cabeza, & Tulving, 1996) and other

recent neuroscience theories of memory (e.g., Buckner, Kelley, & Petersen, 1999; Wagner, Pare-

Blagoev, Clark, & Poldrack, 2001), is associated with the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC)
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and holds information retrieved from long-term declarative memory.1 This distinction between

DLPFC and VLPFC is in keeping with a number of neuroscience results (Petrides, 1994; Fletcher &

Henson, 2001; Thompson-Schill, et al., 1997; Braver, et al., 2001; Cabeza, et al., 2002). The

perceptual-motor modules/buffers are based on Byrne and Anderson’s (2001) ACT-R/PM, which in

turn is based on Meyer and Kieras’s (1997) EPIC. The manual buffer is responsible for control of the

hands and is associated with the adjacent motor and somatosensory cortical areas devoted to

controlling and monitoring hand movement. One of the visual buffers, associated with the dorsal

“where” path of the visual system, keeps track of locations while the other, associated with the

ventral “what” system, keeps track of visual objects and their identity. The visual and manual

systems are particularly important in many tasks to which ACT-R has been applied, where

participants scan a computer screen, type, and use a mouse at a keyboard. There also are rudimentary

vocal and aural systems.  The contents of these buffers can be determined by rather elaborate

systems within the modules. For instance, the contents of the visual buffers represent the products of

complex processes of the visual perception and attention systems.  Similarly, the contents of the

retrieval buffer are determined by complex memory processes, as we will describe.

Bringing the Buffers Together

ACT-R 5.0 includes a theory of how these buffers interact to determine cognition. The basal ganglia

and associated connections are thought to implement production rules in ACT-R. The cortical areas

corresponding to these buffers project to the striatum, part of the basal ganglia, which we

hypothesize performs a pattern-recognition function (in line with other proposals -- e.g., Amos 2000;

Frank, Loughry, & O'Reilly 2000; Houk & Wise, 1995; Wise, Murray, & Gerfen, 1996). This
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portion of the basal ganglia projects to a number of small regions known collectively as the

pallidum. The projections to the pallidum are substantially inhibitory and these regions in turn

inhibit cells in the thalamus, which projects to select actions in the cortex. Graybiel and Kimura

(1995) have suggested that this arrangement creates a "winner-lose-all" system such that active

striatal projections strongly inhibit only the pallidum neurons representing the selected action (which

then no longer inhibit the thalamus from producing the action). This is a mechanism by which the

winning production comes to dominate. According to Middleton and Strick (2000), at least 5 regions

of the frontal cortex receive projections from the thalamus and are controlled by this basal ganglia

loop. These regions play a major role in controlling behavior.

Thus, the basal ganglia implement production rules in ACT-R by the striatum serving a pattern-

recognition function, the pallidum serving a conflict-resolution function, and the thalamus

controlling the execution of production actions. Since production rules represent ACT-R’s

procedural memory this also corresponds to proposals that basal ganglia subserve procedural

learning (Ashby & Waldron, 2000; Hikosaka Nakahara, Rand, Sakai, Lu, Nakamura, Miyachi, &

Doya, 1999; Saint-Cyr, Taylor, & Lang, 1988). An important function of the production rules is to

update the buffers in the ACT-R architecture. The organization of the brain into segregated, cortico-

striatal-thalamic loops is consistent with this hypothesized functional specialization. Thus, the

critical cycle in ACT-R is one in which the buffers hold representations determined by the external

world and internal modules, patterns in these buffers are recognized, a production fires, and the

buffers are then updated for another cycle. The assumption in ACT-R is that this cycle takes about

50 ms to complete – this estimate of 50 ms as the minimum cycle time for cognition has emerged in

a number of cognitive architectures including Soar (Newell, 1990), CAPS (Just & Carpenter, 1992),
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and EPIC (Meyer & Kieras, 1997). Thus, a production rule in ACT-R corresponds to a specification

of a cycle from the cortex, to the basal ganglia, and back again. The conditions of the production rule

specify a pattern of activity in the buffers that the rule will match and the action specifies changes to

be made to buffers.

The architecture assumes a mixture of parallel and serial processing. Within each module there is a

great deal of parallelism. For instance, the visual system is simultaneously processing the whole

visual field and the declarative system is executing a parallel search through many memories in

response to a retrieval request. Also, the processes within different modules can go on in parallel and

asynchronously. However, there are also two levels of serial bottlenecks in the system. First, the

content of any buffer is limited to a single declarative unit of knowledge, called a chunk in ACT-R.

Thus, only a single memory can be retrieved at a time or only a single object can be encoded from

the visual field. Second, only a single production is selected at each cycle to fire. In this second

respect, ACT-R 5.0 is like Pashler’s (1998) central bottleneck theory and quite different, at least

superficially, from the other prominent production system conceptions (CAPS, EPIC, and Soar).

Subsequent sections of the paper will describe the critical components of this theory – the

perceptual-motor system, the goal system, the declarative memory, and the procedural system. While

each is its own separate system, each contributes to the overall integration of cognition. After

describing these components we will discuss two examples of how they are work together to achieve

integrated cognitive function.
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The Perceptual-Motor System

As a matter of division of labor, not as a claim about significance, ACT-R historically was focused

on higher-level cognition and not perception or action. Perception and action involve systems every

bit as complex as higher-level cognition. Dealing with higher-level cognition had seemed quite

enough. However, this division of labor tends to lead to a treatment of cognition that is totally

abstracted from the perceptual-motor systems and there is reason to suppose that the nature of

cognition is strongly determined by its perceptual and motor processes, as the proponents of

embodied and situated cognition have argued. In particular, the external world can provide much of

the connective tissue that integrates cognition. For instance, consider the difficulty one experiences

trying to do a proof in geometry without a diagram to inspect and mark.

With their EPIC architecture, Meyer and Kieras (1997) developed a successful strategy for relating

cognition to perception and action without dealing directly with real sensors or real effectors and

without having to embed all the detail of perception and motor control. This is a computational

elaboration of the successful Model Human Processor system defined by Card, Moran, and Newell

(1983) for human-computer-interaction applications. This approach involves modeling, in

approximate form, the basic timing behavior of the perceptual and motor systems, the output of the

perceptual systems, and the input to the motor system. We have adopted exactly the same strategy

and to a substantial degree just re-implemented certain aspects of the EPIC system. Undoubtedly,

this strategy of approximation will break down at points but it has proven quite workable and has

had a substantial influence on the overall ACT-R system. We would hope that the architecture that

has emerged would be compatible with more complete models of the perceptual and motor systems
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The primary difference between ACT-R’s perceptual-motor machinery and EPIC’s is in the theory

of the visual system. The ACT-R visual system separates vision into two modules, each with an

associated buffer. A visual-location module and buffer represent the dorsal “where” system and a

visual-object module and buffer represent the ventral “what” system. ACT-R implements more a

theory of visual attention than a theory of perception in that it is concerned with what the system

chooses to encode in its buffers, but not the details of how different patterns of light falling on the

retina yield particular representations

When a production makes a request of the “where” system, the production specifies a series of

constraints, and the “where” system returns a chunk representing a location meeting those

constraints. Constraints are attribute-value pairs that can restrict the search based on visual properties

of the object (such as “color: red”) or the spatial location of the object (such as “vertical: top”). This

is akin to pre-attentive visual processing (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and supports visual pop-out

effects. For example, if the display consists of one green object in a field of blue objects, the time to

determine the location of the green object is constant regardless of the number of blue objects.  If

there are multiple objects satisfying a request to the “where” system, the location of one will be

determined at random.   Finding the target object may require a self-terminating search through the

objects satisfying the description.

Through the “where” system ACT-R has knowledge of where all the objects are in its environment

and what some of their basic features are. However, to identify an object it must make a request of

the “what” system. A request to the “what” system entails providing a chunk representing a visual
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location, which will cause the what system to shift visual attention to that location, process the object

located there, and generate a declarative memory chunk representing the object. The system supports

two levels of granularity here, a coarse one where all attention shifts take a fixed time regardless of

distance, and a more detailed one with an eye-movement model. For the fixed-time approximation,

this parameter is set at 185 ms in ACT-R and serves as the basis for predicting search costs in

situations where complete object identification is required.2 However, ACT-R does not predict that

all visual searches should require 185 ms/item. Rather, it is possible to implement in ACT-R

versions of feature-guided search that can progress more rapidly. There is considerable similarity

between the current implementation of visual attention in ACT-R and Wolfe’s GS theory (Wolfe,

1994) and indeed we plan to adapt Wolfe’s GS into ACT-R.

Salvucci’s (2001a) EMMA system has been built with ACT-R to provide a more detailed theory of

visual encoding. It is based on a number of models of eye-movement control in reading, particularly

the E-Z Reader model (Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, and Rayner 1998; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek

1999). In EMMA, the time between the request for a shift of attention and the generation of the

chunk representing the visual object of that location depends on the eccentricity between the

requested location and the current point of gaze, with nearer objects taking less time than farther

objects. The theory assumes that eye movements follow shifts of attention and that the ocular-motor

system programs a movement to the object.

An Example of Perceptual Modules in Parallel

The ACT-R model described by Byrne and Anderson (2001) for the Schumacher, et al. (1997; also

reported in Schumacher et al. 2001) experiment is a useful illustration of how the perceptual-motor
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modules work together. It involves interleaving multiple perceptual-motor threads and has little

cognition to complicate the exposition. The experiment itself is interesting because it is an instance

of perfect time-sharing. It involved two simple choice reaction time tasks: 3-choice (low-middle-

high) tone discrimination with a vocal response and 3-choice (left-middle-right) visual position

discrimination with a manual response. Both of these tasks are simple and can be completed rapidly

by experimental participants. Schumacher, et al. (1997) had participants train on these two tasks

separately, and they reached average response times of 445 ms for the tone discrimination task and

279 ms for the location discrimination task. Participants were then asked to do the two tasks together

with simultaneous stimulus presentation and they were encouraged to overlap processing of the two

stimuli. In the dual-task condition, they experienced virtually no dual-task interference—283 ms

average response time for the visual-manual task and 456 ms average response time for the auditory-

vocal task.

Byrne and Anderson (2001) constructed an ACT-R/PM model of the two tasks and the dual-task. A

schedule chart for the dual-task model is presented in Figure 2. Consider the visual-motor task first.

There is a quick 50 ms detection of the visual position (does not require object identification), a 50

ms production execution to request the action, followed by the preparation and execution of the

motor action. With respect to the auditory-vocal task, there is first the detection of the tone (but this

takes longer than detection of visual position), then a production executes requesting the speech, and

then there is a longer but analogous process of executing the speech. According to the ACT-R

model, there is nearly perfect time sharing between the two tasks because the demands on the central

production system are offset in time. Figure 3 presents the predictions of the ACT-R model for the

task. There is an ever-so-small dual-task deficit because of variability in the completion times for all
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the perceptual-motor stages, which occasionally results in a situation where the production for the

auditory-vocal task must wait for the completion of the visual-motor production.

This model nicely illustrates the parallel threads of serial processing in each module, which is a

hallmark of EPIC and ACT-R. Figure 2 also illustrates that the central production-system processor

is also serial, a feature that distinguishes ACT-R from EPIC. However, in this experiment there was

almost never contention between the two tasks for access to the central processor (or for access to

any other module).

There has been considerable further analysis of perfect time sharing since the original Schumacher

experiment, including a more elaborate series of studies by Schumacher et al (2001) and a careful

analysis by Hazeltine, et al. (2002) that argue against a central bottleneck and a paper by Ruthruff, et

al. (in press) that argues for it.  ACT-R predicts that the amount of interference will be minimal

between two tasks that are well practiced and that do not make use of the same perceptual and motor

systems.  At high levels of practice each will be reduced to a single production rule and the maximal

interference that will be displayed between them is 50 ms if the two tasks make simultaneous

requests on the production system. Hazeltine, et al. did find some interference between simultaneous

tasks even after extensive practice. In their careful analysis they found that 50 ms was within the

range of maximal interference for a “worst” alignment of the tasks, although they argue that values

in the range 20-40 ms are more likely.

ACT-R cannot predict no interference because interaction between modules must progress through

the serial bottleneck of production execution. However, as discussed at the end of the paper, there is
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evidence for direct module-to-module connections that do not go through the production system.

ACT-R may need to be extended to include these. Ruthruff, et al. refer to this as with analogy of

“jumper cables” between stimulus and response.  When there are such direct stimulus-response

connections overall behavior cannot be integrated, which is the theme of the paper, but not all

situations require such integration.

The Goal Module

While human cognition is certainly embodied, its embodiment is not what gives human cognition its

advantage over that of other species. Its advantage depends on its ability to achieve abstraction in

content and control. Consider a person presented with the numbers 64 and 36. As far as the external

stimulation is concerned, this presentation affords the individual a variety of actions – adding the

numbers, subtracting them, dialing them on a phone, etc. Human ability to respond differently to

these items depends on knowledge of what the current goal is and ability to sustain cognition in

service of that goal without any change in the external environment. Suppose the goal is to add the

numbers. Assuming that one does not already have the sum stored one will have to go through a

series of steps in coming up with the answer and to do this one has to keep one’s place in performing

these steps and keep track of various partial results such as the sum of the tens digits. The goal

module has this responsibility of keeping track of what these intentions are so that behavior will

serve that goal. It enables us to keep the thread of our thought in the absence of supporting external

stimuli.

There are many different aspects of internal context and it is unlikely that just one brain region

maintains them all. Later we will describe research indicating that the posterior parietal cortex plays
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a major role in maintaining problem state. There is abundant research (Koechlin, et al., 2000; Smith

& Jonides, 1999) indicating that prefrontal regions also play an important role in maintaining the

goal state (frequently called working memory) and Figure 1 associates the dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex with goal memory. A classic symptom of prefrontal damage is contextually inappropriate

behavior such as when a patient responds to the appearance of a comb by combing his or her hair.

DLPFC has also been known to track amount of subgoaling in tasks like Tower of London

(Newman, Carpenter, Varma, & Just, in press) and Tower of Hanoi (Fincham, Carter, vanVeen,

Stenger & Anderson, 2002).

The Tower of Hanoi task (Simon, 1975) has been a classic paradigm for behavioral studies of goal

manipulations. A number of the most effective strategies for solving this problem require that one

keep a representation of a set of subgoals. Anderson & Douglass (2001) explicitly trained

participants to execute a variant of what Simon (1975) called the sophisticated perceptual strategy in

which one learns to set subgoals in order to place disks – thus, a participant might reason “In order to

move disk 4 to peg C I have to move disk 3 to peg B, and in order to do this I have to move disk 2 to

peg C, and in order to do this I have to move disk 1 to peg B”. In this example the participant had to

create 3 planning subgoals (move 3 to B, move 2 to C, and move 1 to B). Behavioral studies such as

Anderson & Douglass (2001) have shown that accuracy and latency are strongly correlated with the

number of subgoals that have to be created.

In a follow-up to Anderson and Douglass, Fincham, et al. (2002) performed a study to determine

what brain regions would respond to the number of goals that have to be created when a move is

made. In that version of the task a move had to be made every 16 seconds and the brain was scanned
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in a 1.5T fMRI magnet every 4 seconds. Figure 4 shows the response of three regions that reflected

an effect of number of goals that were set. Plotted there is the percent difference between baseline

and BOLD response for three regions – dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, bilateteral parietal regions,

and the premotor cortex. We will have more to say about such BOLD responses in a later section

that reports an fMRI experiment but for now the important observation to make is that all three

regions are showing a response to number of planning subgoals. This supports the conjecture that

goal functions are maintained across multiple brain regions. The DLPFC region probably reflects

general cognitive control. As we will discuss more later, the parietal region is probably holding a

representation of the problem. We have less often obtained premotor activation but it may be related

to the movement patterns that have to be planned in the Tower of Hanoi task. Fincham, et al.

describe an ACT-R model that was used to identify these regions.

Given the cortical distribution of goal functions one might wonder about the ACT-R hypothesis of a

single goal structure. Indeed this is an issue under active consideration in the ACT-R community for

many reasons. Many distinct goal modules may manage different aspects of internal state and project

this information to the basal ganglia. There is no reason why the different parts of the information

attributed to the goal cannot be stored in different locations nor why this information might not be

distributed across multiple regions.

The Declarative Memory Module

While the goal module maintains a local coherence in a problem-solving episode it is the

information stored in declarative memory that promotes things like long-term personal and cultural
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coherence. To give a simple example, because most of us know arithmetic facts such as 3 + 4 = 7,

we can behave consistently in our calculations over time and social transactions can be reliably

agreed upon. However, access to information in declarative memory is hardly instantaneous or

unproblematic and an important component of the ACT-R theory concerns the activation processes

that control this access. The declarative memory system and the procedural system to be discussed

next constitute the cognitive core of ACT-R. Their behavior is controlled by a set of equations and

parameters that will play a critical role in the integration examples to follow. Therefore, we will give

some space to discussing and illustrating these equations and parameters.

Using a common formula in activation theories, the activation of a chunk is a sum of a base-level

activation, reflecting its general usefulness in the past, and an associative activation, reflecting its

relevance to the current context. The activation of a chunk i is defined as:

Ai = Bi + ∑
j

Wj Sji  Activation Equation

where Bi is the base-level activation of the chunk i, the Wj’s reflect the attentional weighting of the

elements that are part of the current goal, and the Sji’s are the strengths of association from the

elements j to chunk i. Figure 5 displays the chunk encoding that 8+4=12 and its various quantities

(with Wj’s for four and eight, assuming that they are sources). The activation of a chunk controls

both its probability of being retrieved and its speed of retrieval.

We will now unpack the various components of the activation equation. As for the associative

components (the Wj Sji’s), the attention weights Wj  are set to 1/n where n is the number of sources
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of activation and the Sji’s are set to S-ln(fan j) where fan j is the number of facts associated to term j.

In many applications S is estimated to be about 2. As for the base-level activation, it rises and falls

with practice and delay according to the equation:

Bi = ln tj
−d

j=1

n
∑

⎛ 

⎝ 

⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ Base-Level Learning Equation

Where tj is the time since the jth practice of an item. This equation is based on the rational analysis

of Anderson and Schooler (1991) studying how the pattern of past occurrences of an item predicts

the need to retrieve it. They found that the above equation reflects the log odds that an item will

reoccur as a function of how it has appeared in the past. In developing ACT-R, we assumed that

base-level activation would track log odds. Each presentation has an impact on odds that decays

away as a power function (producing the power law of forgetting) and different presentations add up

(it turns out producing the power law of practice—see Anderson, Fincham & Douglass, 1999). In the

ACT-R community .5 has emerged as the default value for the parameter d over a large range of

applications. This base-level learning equation has been the most successfully and frequently used

part of the ACT-R theory.

There are two equations mapping activation onto probability of retrieval and latency.  With respect

to probability of retrieval, the assumption is chunks will be retrieved only if their activation is over a

threshold.  Because activation values are noisy there is only a certain probability that any chunk will

be above threshold.  The probability is the probability that the activation will be greater than a

threshold τ is given by the following equation:

Pi =
1

1+ e− Ai −τ( ) / s Probability of Retrieval Equation
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where s controls the noise in the activation levels and is typically set at about .4.  If a chunk is

successfully retrieved, the latency of retrieval will reflect the activation of a chunk.  The time to

retrieve the chunk is given as

Ti = Fe− Ai Latency of Retrieval Equation

While we have a narrow range of values for the noise parameter s, the retrieval threshold, τ, and

latency factor, F, are parameters that have varied substantially from model to model. However, we

(Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998) have discovered a general relationship between

them, which can be stated as

F ≈ .35eτ

which means that the retrieval latency at threshold (when Ai  = τ) is approximately .35 sec. As we

will see, when we come to the integrated models it is important to have strong constraints on

parameter values of the model so that one is in position to make real predictions about performance

Modeling a Fan Experiment

Historically, the ACT theory of declarative retrieval has focused on tasks that require participants to

retrieve facts from declarative memory. The second experiment in Pirolli and Anderson (1985) is a

good one to illustrate the contributions of both base-level activations (Bi) and associative strengths

(Sji) to the retrieval process. This was a fan experiment (Anderson, 1974) in which participants were

to try to recognize sentences such as "A hippie was in the park". The number of facts (i.e., fan)

associated with the person (e.g., hippie) could be either 1 or 3 and the fan associated with the

location could be either 1 or 3. Participants practiced recognizing the same set of sentences for 10
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days. Figure 6 illustrates how to conceive of these facts in terms of their chunk representations and

subsymbolic quantities. Each oval in Figure 6 represents a chunk that encodes a fact in the

experiment. As a concept like hippie is associated with more facts, there are more paths emanating

from that concept and, according to ACT-R, the strengths of association Sji will decrease.

Figure 7 illustrates how the activations of these chunks vary as a function of fan and amount of

practice. There are separate curves for different fans, which correspond to different associative

strengths (Sji). The curves rise with increasing practice because of increasing base-level activation.

Figure 8 illustrates the data from this experiment. Participants are slowed in the presence of greater

fan but speed up with practice. The practice in this experiment gets participants to the point where

high-fan items are recognized more rapidly than low-fan items were originally recognized. Practice

also reduces the absolute size of the effect of fan but it remains substantial even after 10 days of

practice.

As reviewed above, the strength of association can be calculated by S - ln(fan). Anderson & Reder

(1999) used values of S around 1.5 in fitting the fan data and this is the value used for fitting the data

in Figure 8. The effect of practice is to increase the base-level activation of the facts. One can derive

from the base-level learning equation that an item with n presentations will have an approximate

base-level activation of C+.5*ln(n) where C  depends on presentation rate. Since C gets absorbed in

the estimation of the latency factor F below, we just set it to 0. Figure 7 shows the activation values

that are gotten from combining the base-level activation with the associative activation according to

the Activation Equation, setting the weights, Wj, in this experiment to .333 (as used in Anderson and

Reder, because each of the three content terms (hippie, in, park) in the sentence gets an equal 1/3
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source activation). These are parameter-free predictions for the activation values. As can be seen,

they increase with practice with low-fan items having a constant advantage over high-fan items

According to the ACT-R theory these activation values can be mapped onto predicted recognition

times according to the equation:

Recognition Time = I + Fe-Ai

where I is an intercept time reflecting encoding and response time and F is a latency scale factor.

Thus, fitting the model required estimating two parameters and these were I = 597 ms and F = 890

ms, which are quite similar to the parameters estimated in Anderson and Reder. The value of I is also

quite reasonable as the time to encode the words and emit a response (key press). The overall quality

of fit is good with a correlation of .986. Moreover, this correlation does not depend on the parameter

estimates I and F but only on e-Ai , which means that it measures a prediction of ACT-R that does

not depend on the estimation of the parameters I and F. The effect of I and F is only to scale this

critical quantity onto the range of the latencies.

While this example illustrates the ACT-R theory of declarative memory, it is by no means the only

example. This part of the theory has been perhaps the most successful, enjoying applications to list

memory (Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa, 1998), implicit memory (Lebiere & Wallach,

2001), category learning (Anderson & Betz, 2002), sentence processing (Anderson, Budiu & Reder,

2001), and individual differences (Lovett, Daily & Reder, 2000) among other domains. The theory

of declarative memory gives a natural account of the explicit-implicit distinction. Explicit memories

refer to specific declarative chunks that can be retrieved and inspected. Implicit memory effects
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reflect the subsymbolic activation processes that govern the availability of these memories. This is

substantially the same theory of memory as that of Reder’s SAC theory (Reder & Gordon, 1997)

Procedural Memory

As described so far, ACT-R consists of a set of modules that progress independently of one another.

This would be a totally fragmented concept of cognition except for the fact that they make

information about their computations available in buffers. The production system can detect the

patterns that appear in these buffers and decide what to do next to achieve coherent behavior. The

acronym ACT stands for Adaptive Control of Thought and this section will describe how the

production system achieves this control and how it is adaptive. The key idea is that at any point in

time multiple production rules might apply, but because of the seriality in production rule execution

only one can be selected and this is the one with the highest utility. Production rule utilities are

noisy, continuously varying quantities just like declarative activations and play a similar role in

production selection as activations play in chunk selection. The other significant set of parameters in

ACT-R involve these utility calculations. The utility of a production i is defined as:

Ui = PiG − Ci Production Utility Equation

where Pi is an estimate of the probability that if production i is chosen the current goal will be

achieved, G is the value of that current goal, and Ci is an estimate of the cost (typically measured in

time) to achieve that goal. As we will discuss, both Pi and Ci are learned from experience with that

production rule.
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The utilities associated with a production are noisy and on a cycle-to-cycle basis there is a random

variation around the expected value given above. The highest valued production is always selected

but on some trials one might randomly be more highly valued than another. If there are n

productions that currently match, the probability of selecting the ith production is related to the

utilities U
i
 of the n production rules by the formula:

Pr ob( i) =
eUi / t

eUj / t

j

n

∑
Production Choice Equation

where the summation is over all applicable productions and t controls the noise in the utilities. Thus,

at any point in time there is a distribution of probabilities across alternative productions reflecting

their relative utilities. The value of t is about .5 in our simulations and this is emerging as a

reasonable setting for this parameter.

Learning mechanisms adjust the costs C
i
 and probabilities P

i
 that underlie the utilities U

i
 according

to a Bayesian framework. Because the example that we will describe concerns learning of the

probabilities, we will expand on that but the learning of costs is similar. The estimated value of P is

simply the ratio of successes to the sum of successes and failures:

P =
Successes

Successes + Failures
Probability of Success Equation

However, there is a complication here that makes this like a Bayesian estimate. This complication

concerns how the counts for Successes and Failures start out. It might seem natural to start them out

at 0. However, this means that P is initially not defined and after the first experience the estimate of

P will be extreme at either the value 1 or 0 depending on whether the first experience was a success

or failure. Rather P is initially defined as having a prior value θ and this is achieved by setting
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Successes to θV + m and Failures to (1-θ)V + n where m is the number of experienced successes, n

is the number of experienced failures, and V is the strength of the prior θ. As experience (m+n)

accumulates P will shift from θ to m/(m+n) at a speed controlled by the value of V.

The simplest example we can offer of the utility calculations at work is with respect to probability

learning. We will describe here an application to one condition of Friedman, et al. (1964) where

participants had to guess which of two buttons would light up when one of the buttons had a 90%

probability and the other 10%. Figure 9 shows the results from the experiment in terms of mean

probability that participants would guess the more probable light for four successive blocks of 12

trials and the predictions of the ACT-R model. In this model there was one production rule for

choosing each light and they started out with equal expected cost C and equal expected probability

of success P. With time, however, the probability of the more successful production increased and

the probability of the less successful one decreased. It can be shown that a consequence of the

previous equations is that the probability P(1) that button 1 will be chosen is

P(1) =
1

1 + e(P2 − P1 )G / t

where G is the value of the goal, t is the utility noise, and P1 is the estimated probability of success

for the button 1 and P2 is the estimated probability of success for button 2. According to the formulas

given earlier the estimated probability P1 will be

P1 =
θV + m1

V + m1 + n1

where θ is the prior, V is its strength, m1 is the number of experience successes, and n1 is the

experienced number of failures. An analogous formula applies for P2. We set θ  = .5 and V = 2
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which are the uninformed priors (Berger, 1985) leaving only G/t to be estimated and this was

estimated to be 2.25.

Lovett (1998) gives a much more thorough account of a wide range of choice learning tasks but this

simple example does illustrate how the utility learning mechanisms in ACT-R produce the kinds of

probabilistic behavior observed in people and how that changes with experience. One of the issues

that Lovett discusses is probability matching, which is the phenomenon that in many situations

people’s probability of a choice approximately matches the probability that this choice will be

successful. The model in Figure 9 was still learning but asymptotically would have reached a .86

probability of choosing the alternative that was successful with a probability of .90.

Production Rule Learning

In the previous examples the productions that would do the task were prespecified. These essentially

amount to degrees of freedom in constructing a model although in the case of something like

probability matching it is pretty obvious what the production rules have to be. We could eliminate

these degrees of freedom if we could specify the process by which these production rules were

learned. Taatgen and Anderson (2002) have developed a production learning mechanism for ACT-R

called production compilation, which shows considerable promise. It bears some similarity to the

chunking mechanism in Soar (Newell, 1990) and is basically a combination of composition and

proceduralization as described in Anderson (1983) for ACT*.  Production compilation will try to

take each successive pair of productions and build a single production that has the effect of both.

There are certain situations where this is not possible and these involve the perceptual-motor
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modules. When the first production makes a request for a perceptual encoding or motor action and

the second production depends on completion of this request, then it is not possible to compile the

two productions together. For instance, it is not possible to collapse a production that requests a

word be encoded and another production that acts on the encoding of this word (or else ACT-R

would wind up hallucinating the identity of the word). Thus, the perceptual and motor actions define

the boundaries of what can be composed. An interesting case concerns when the first production rule

requests a retrieval and the second harvests it.   The resulting production rule is specialized to

include the retrieved information.

Production compilation can be illustrated with respect to a simple paired-associate task. Suppose the

following pair of production rules fire in succession to produce recall of a paired associate:

IF reading the word for a paired-associate test
and a word is being attended

THEN retrieve the associate of the word

IF recalling for a paired-associate test
and an associate has been retrieved with response N

THEN type N

They might apply for instance when the stimulus “vanilla” is presented, recall the paired-associate

“vanilla-7” and produce “7” as an answer. Production compilation collapses these two productions

into one. To deal with the fact the second production rule requires the retrieval requested by the first,

the product of the retrieval is built into the new production. Thus, ACT-R learns the following

production rule:

IF reading the word for a paired-associate test
  and “vanilla” is being attended
THEN type “7”
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This example shows how production rules can be acquired that embed knowledge from declarative

memory.

After a production New is composed from productions Old1 and Old2, whenever New can apply

Old1 can also apply. The choice between New, Old1, and whatever other productions might apply

will be determined by their utilities. However, the new production New has no prior experience and

so its initial probabilities and costs will be determined by the Bayesian priors. We will describe how

the prior θ is set for P, noting a similar process applies for C. When New is first created, θ is set to

be 0. Thus, there is no chance that the production will be selected. However, whenever it is recreated

its θ value is incremented according to the Rescorla-Wagner (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) or delta

rule: ∆ θ = a(P - θ) where P is the probability of Old1. Eventually, if the production rule New is

repeatedly created its priori θ will converge on P for the parent Old1. The same will happen for its

cost and it will be eventually tried over its parent. If it is actually superior (the typical situation is

that the new production has the same P but lower C) it will come to dominate its parent. While our

experience with this production rule learning mechanism is relatively limited it seems that a working

value of the learning rate a is .05.

Putting it all Together: The Effects of Instruction and Practice in a Dynamic Task

Having described the components of the ACT-R theory we will now turn to discussing how they

work together to contribute to modeling complex real-world tasks (this section) and integrating brain

imaging data (next section). Pew and Mavor (1998) review some of the practical needs for cognitive

architectures. One of these is in training and educational applications (Anderson, 2002) and the
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application we will describe here has this as its ultimate motivation. Other domains include

development of synthetic agents (Freed, 2000) and human-computer interaction (Byrne, 2003). Such

applications do not respect the traditional divisions in cognitive psychology and so require integrated

architectures. For instance, high-school mathematics involves reading and language processing (for

processing of instruction, mathematical expressions, and word problems), spatial processing (for

processing of graphs and diagrams), memory (for formula and theorems), problem solving,

reasoning, and skill acquisition.

However, such applications pose an additional requirement beyond just integrating different aspects

of cognition. These models have to predict human behavior in situations where they have not been

tuned. As such these are demanding tests of the underlying theory. Most tests of models in

psychology, including the just-presented Figures 8 and 9, involve “postdiction”. Data are collected, a

set of parameters is estimated, and the model is judged according to how well it fits the data.

However, many applications want predictions in advance of getting the data.  For instance, it is very

expensive to run educational experiments and sort out the multitude of instructional treatments that

might be proposed. One wants to predict what will be the effective instructional intervention and use

that. As another example, when the military uses synthetic agents in training exercises (e.g., Jones et

al., 1999), it simply cannot create the real war situation in advance to provide data to fit. This need

for true prediction is the reason for the concern in the preceding sections with fixing parameter

values.

However, besides the numerical values, there is another kind of parameter that is not typically

accounted for in modeling. This is the structure of the model itself. In traditional information-
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processing psychology this takes the form of different flowchart options. In neural network models

this takes the form of different topologies and representations. In the ACT-R models, this takes the

form of assumptions about the chunks and productions in a model. What we would like is to have a

system that takes the instruction for a task and configures itself. The application that we will

describe here comes close to accomplishing just this. Its limitation is that it does not process full

natural language but rather accepts only a restricted instructional format. These instructions are

converted into a declarative representation. We have developed a set of production rules that will

interpret any such declarative representation. The production compilation mechanism will eventually

convert these declarative representations into a set of productions for directly performing the task

without declarative retrieval of the instructions. Thus, this system can configure itself to do any task.

This approach also accounts for one of the mysteries of Experimental Psychology, which is how a

set of experimental instructions causes a participant to behave according to the experimenter’s

wishes. According to this analysis, during the warm-up trials, which are typically thrown away in an

experiment, the participant is converting from a declarative representation and a slow interpretation

of the task to a smooth, rapid procedural execution of the task.

The Dynamic Task: The Anti-air Warfare Coordinator

Dynamic tasks like air traffic control are ideal domains for testing integration of modules. They

involve strongly goal-directed processing that must play themselves out in the presence of

demanding perceptual displays. There is often extreme time pressure, which puts severe constraints

on all aspects of the architecture including the details of motor execution. There is a rich body of

declarative knowledge that needs to be brought to bear in the performance of the task. A great deal
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of practice is needed. The project we are involved in has as its ultimate goal to provide real-time

instruction and coaching in such tasks. We have done a series of experiments in which all the

instruction is given in advance and we observe how the participants improve with practice on the

task.

The task we have been working with is the Georgia Tech Aegis Simulation Program (GT-ASP,

Hodge, Rothrock, Kirlik, Walker, Fisk, Phipps, & Gay, 1995). GT-ASP is a tactical decision-making

computer game that simulates tasks facing an anti-air warfare coordinator (AAWC) on board a US

Navy cruisers and destoyers. A participant assumes the role of an AAWC, which includes

monitoring a radar screen for unknown aircraft, requesting and collecting information regarding the

unknown aircraft, and updating the identity of the aircraft. GT-ASP is like the system that is

currently used in the Navy, but reduces much of the complexity. Sohn, et al. (submitted) described

the general behavioral characteristics associated with learning this task. Here we will report on a

somewhat simpler version of the original system that we have attempted to model in great detail.

The radar screen of the GT-ASP task (Figure 10) consists of three major areas. First, the radarscope

shows various air tracks. Vectors emanating from the aircraft indicate speed and course. The AAWC

moves the mouse within the scope and “hooks” a target airplane by clicking the mouse button. This

hooking is necessary whenever the AAWC tries to update identity of unknown aircraft. Second,

there is a group of information boxes on the left of the screen where the participant can get

information on tracks. Third, the menu panel shows the currently bindings of the function keys (F1

to F12 on the computer keyboard) that are used to issue commands. As in the shipboard system the

meaning of these keys changes depending on where one is in the task. The dynamically changing
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binding of the F-keys is a critical feature of the task. One of the important aspects of learning is

coming to know what F-key serves the desired function without having to search the menu panel.

While the primary responsibility of the AAWC is to assure that rules of engagement are followed to

protect home ship, the majority of the time spent in service of that goal involves identifying the

intent (friendly or hostile) of tracks on the screen and their air frame type (e.g., helicopter, strike, or

commercial). It is this identification task that the experiment focuses on. Figure 11 illustrates the

decomposition of an identification task into 5 functional subtasks, each with its defining actions.

First, there is the Selection subtask in which the AAWC searches the screen for an appropriate track

to identify and concludes with a mouse hook of the target aircraft. Second, there is the Search

subtask in which the AAWC gathers information about the target unknown aircraft. In our version of

the task there are two sources of information for a classification. The hooked plane may display in

the character read out area (upper left in Figure 10) the speed and altitude indicating that it is a

commercial airliner and if so it can be immediately classified as such. Alternatively, the AAWC may

request the electronic warfare signal (EWS) of the plane, which if available in the track reporting

area (lower left) will identify the frame. Once AAWC has found the necessary information in the

Search subtask, the AAWC selects the air-track managing mode from the top-level menu by pressing

the F6 key.

The remaining three subtasks are relatively more motor and less cognitive. We sometimes collapse

these into a single Execute subtask. In the Initiate subtask, the AAWC executes two keystrokes (F2

and F9) to choose the updating mode from other modes available under the track-managing mode.

These two keystrokes do not vary depending on the type of identification. The Classify subtask
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requires four keystrokes, which differ depending on the correct identity of the aircraft. The AAWC

first indicates the information to update by pressing the F4 key for the primary intent or the F7 key

for the air type. On pressing either F4 or F7, the menu panel provides several choices from each

category. For example, there are four kinds of primary intent and ten kinds of air type. Therefore, the

Classify subtask imposes somewhat different demands from those of the Initiate subtask because it

involves choosing keys from multiple choices. The Save subtask requires only one keystroke, the F1

key, to finalize and confirm the updating.

The Experiment

Sixteen participants were recruited for a two-day experiment. On the first day they were given the

instructions that are summarized by the 13 rules in Table 1. With each rule in Table 1 is the

translation of that instruction into the stilted text that the model could process (this translation was

not given to the participants). The instructions take goals unique to the task (e.g., identify tracks,

identify a track, confirm planes are flying at commercial altitudes, request a EWS identity, record a

primary and air id, etc) and decompose these into goals that we assume the participant already

knows how to achieve (e.g., clicking, reading, hitting keys) and which the model already can do.

On the first day participants memorized the instructions and were tested on 10 6-minute scenarios.

On the second day they were tested on 10 more. Each scenario involved 40 tracks randomly placed

on the screen. 20 of these tracks satisfied a commercial profile and so could be categorized on this

basis and 22 gave EWS signals and could be classified on this basis.  These two sets intersected such

that 12 could be classified on either basis and 8 tracks that could not be classified on either basis. Of
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the 32 tracks that could be identified participants improved from an average of 12.1 identifications

on the first scenario to an average of 30.4 on the last scenario.

To provide further data about the behavior of the participants their eyes were tracked during the

performance of the task. We used an ETL-500 video-based, head-mounted eye-tracking system with

magnetic-based head tracker from ISCAN, Inc. The software for collecting and analyzing eye data

consisted of the EPAL (Douglass, 1998) software suite that was internally developed in our lab to

facilitate the development of eye-tracking experiments and their analyses.

The Model

The model we developed to perform this task was given the instruction in Table 1. To review the

parameter settings of the model:

1. Cycle time – 50 ms, which is an emerging generalization in production system architectures.

2. Motor times – Adopted from the EPIC parameters.

3. Visual Encoding times – It takes 85 ms to encode an object.

4. The decay parameter, d, for decay of declarative information was set at the default of .5.

5. The activation noise parameter, s, was set to a typical value of .4.

6. As we noted previously, we find it necessary to estimate on a task-by-task basis the retrieval

threshold, τ, and in this experiment we estimated it to be 1.0. This controlled the rate of

location learning, as we will describe below.

7. Given the threshold parameter we set the latency threshold parameter to be F = 1.0, which

satisfies the constraint given earlier (F = e−τ = .368, which is approximately .35 seconds).
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8. The t parameter controlling expected gain noise was set to be a typical value of.5.

9. The strength of the priors, V, was set to be 10, which is the tentative default value.

10. The learning rate a for production rules was set to be .05, which is the tentative default value.

11. We estimate 200 ms for the model to go from reading a term like “track manager” to a

representation of its meaning.

Thus, the only parameters that were estimated to fit the data were the retrieval threshold (6 above)

and the comprehension time (11 above). We should also mention here an idealization in the model

for this task. We assumed that participants had perfect access to the initial instructions resulting in

no retrieval failures or latencies for the instructions. The instructions were well practiced and errors

were few, but not to this extent.

The Speed up in Task Performance

Figure 12 compares the model and participants in terms of the speed up in their performance of each

of the 5 functional subgoals in the Figure 11 task decomposition.   The model captures the major

trends but there are three major points of discrepancy: Participants tend to be slower on the first trial

of the selection subtask, tend not to reach the speed of the model at the end of the initiation subtask,

and tend to be slower during the middle portion of the classification subtask.  To get a sense of the

significance of the discrepancies we have plotted the one standard deviation bounds.  Roughly, this

means that the majority of the participants are within these bounds but some are outside.  Except

with respect to the three points of discrepancy just noted, the model’s behavior is clearly among the

majority of the participants’ and even at the discrepant points participants can be found that extreme.

On the other hand if we take our objective to fit the average behavior without significant
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discrepancy, one standard deviation with an n of 16 participants corresponds to a t  value of 4 and

offers a clear basis for rejecting the model.  We lean towards a positive evaluation, noting that with

largely default parameters the model is doing a good job of capturing the magnitude of times that

participants require for these various subtasks and the rate of learning.   If this were a case of pure

prediction (i.e. no parameters estimated at all) we would judge this a very successful outcome

reflecting the practical goal to which we aspire.  As it stands we regard it as a hopeful sign.

To give some idea of why the times are what they are and why the learning trends are happening we

will give a detailed analysis of the learning changes happening in Figure 12e, which concerns the

interval between the pressing of the key indicating the air id and the pressing of the F1 key, which is

the last keystroke. This inter-key latency starts out at 1.738 seconds and ends at .3 seconds in the

model.

Figure 13 compares the timing of the first Save F1 key press (part a) to a late F1 Save key press (part

b).  In both cases, corresponding to instruction 11 in Table 1, the model is pressing a sequence of

keys. Our interest is in processing between the key just before F1 (an F9 key indicating a non-

military airframe in both cases) and the F1 Save command. At the beginning (part a) corresponding

to instruction 12, the command is implemented as a search for the item in the bottom menu followed

by a press on the corresponding F key. Corresponding to instruction 13, the search of the bottom

menu is implemented as a search that starts at the bottom left and progresses to the right. (Note in the

case of the Save command, since its F-Key (F1) is the first menu item this search will be brief.)   By

the end (part b) the commands directly map onto the key actions without the intermediate goals. The

times at which each goal is set and keys pressed are given in the figures.
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In Figure 13a the F9 is hit 250 ms after selection of the hit-key goal and F1 keys is hit 400 ms after

selecting of its goal. These times reflect 50 ms for the production to fire, 50 or 200 ms to set the

movement features, 50 ms to initiate the key, and 100 ms to complete the press action (all the motor

parameters are taken from EPIC).  The F1 key takes 150 ms more than the F9 key because the key

previous to F1, which is F9, was hit with the other hand and additional features have to be prepared.

The execution of the key press (200 or 350 ms after the production rule has fired) can progress in

parallel with the selection of other productions. This is why, for instance, the F9 key is pressed after

the select-save subgoal is set. To understand the overall 1738 ms between keystrokes, then, we need

to understand the 1588 ms between the setting of the Hit-F9 subgoal and the Hit-F1 subgoal. We can

break this up into the five transitions among the goals involved:

1. “Hit the F9 Key” to “Select Save” (150 ms) This reflects the time for three productions to

fire – one that calls for the hitting of the F9 key, a production that returns to the parent goal,

and a production that retrieves the next step from the instructions.

2. “Select Save” to “Find Save on the Menu” (150 ms) This reflects the time for three

productions to fire – one that decides to use the instructions, one that retrieves the instruction

12 for selecting a key, and one that retrieves the first step of this instruction.

3. “Find Save on the Menu” to “Look to the Lower Left” (518 ms) The first production to

fire takes 50 ms and tries to retrieve the menu location of ‘Save”. The retrieval process times

out 368 ms later with a failure. After this two productions fire, one to retrieve instruction 13

for finding locations and one to retrieve the first step of this instruction.

4. “Look to the Lower Left” to “Search to the Right for Save” (150 ms) This reflects the

time for three productions to fire – one to retrieve where the lower left of the screen is, one to
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find the location, and one to request that attention be switched to the menu button at that

location.

5. “Search to Right for Save” to “Hit the F1 Key” (620 ms) This sequence begins with 85 ms

to encode the left-most menu button and then a production fires (50 ms) that switches

attention to the text object on that menu button (another 85 ms). It then takes an additional

200 ms to interpret the text (a parameter of the model). Then four productions fire – one that

recognizes the target button has been found, two more to retrieve the two levels of the goal

structure, and one to retrieve the next instruction.

The system slowly learns the menu locations and the locations of other information. Each time a

menu location is discovered, memory of its location is strengthened and with time the menu

locations can be retrieved without search. The retrieval threshold determines how fast these locations

are learned. Also being learned are the locations of the altitude and speed used to identify

commercial airlines.   When the system can retrieve the location of the Save key it will stop

expanding the Find-Save-on-the-Menu into the two subgoals of Look-to-the-Lower-Left and Search-

to-the-Right-for-Save. Then, production compilation turns all the steps under Select-Save into a

single request for the F1 key. At this point we have the situation in Figure 13b where there is a direct

transition between the two select goals with a lag of 200 ms  Only two productions fire between

these goals – one that requests the key press and one that changes goals but the first must wait 100

ms until the motor programming from the prior step is complete. While the goals are only 200 ms

apart the actual keystrokes are 300 ms apart. This reflects the minimum time between keystrokes –

150 ms for the finger to return, 50 ms for the next press to be initiated, and 100 ms for the finger to

strike the key. Thus, limitations at this point have become purely motor.
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Figure 14 shows the overall speed up of the simulation compared to the participants’ average and the

correspondence is reasonably close. The figure also indicates how much of the improvement is due

to production rule learning and how much is due to location learning. This was achieved in

simulations that disabled one or the other of these two mechanisms  We also provide the data from a

simulation that has both turned off. Figure 14 indicates that both production compilation and

location learning are major contributors to the overall learning.

Eye Movements

We also performed an analysis of how well the eye movements of the participants corresponded to

switches of attention in the model. A significant proportion (51%) of participants’ eye movements

were to regions of the screen that contained no information or were off screen altogether. The model

never shifts attention to such locations although there are many times when the model is not

occupied encoding information from the screen and would be free to look elsewhere. We decided to

use a measure of the relative proportion of task-relevant fixations and compare it to the model.

Figure 10 illustrates the three regions of relevance: radar scope, the info regions that contained

information relevant to identifying planes, and the F-Panel at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 15 shows the proportion of time spent viewing these regions as a function of trial for the

selection phase before the hook (Part a), the search phase between the hook and the classification

(Part b), and the execution of the classification (Part c). With respect to the selection phase (Part a),

the participants and the model spend the majority of their time looking at the screen and the least
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time looking at the Menu for the F-keys.   The model initially spends a fair amount of time fixating

the f-keys.  This reflects where the eyes are left at the end of the last unit task.  Early on the model

takes some time to figure out what to do next and leaves its fixation on the f-keys while it is doing

so.  Apparently, participants are looking elsewhere.  As this deliberation decreases over time, the

model shows a change in the proportion of time it spends on various regions, coming by the end of

the experiment to better match the participants. Part (b) illustrates the proportion of time in the

various regions in the information gathering time. The model and participants spend most of their

time looking at the information sources. The correspondence between the model and the participants

is really quite striking. Part (c) illustrates the proportion of time in the various regions during

execution. Now the majority of time is spent fixating the F-menu giving the key identities and this

proportion tends to go down as the location of these keys becomes memorized. The only substantial

discrepancy between model and theory here is that the model shows a greater growth in the time it

spends looking at the scope.  These times reflect moves to the screen to find the next track while the

hands are still keying out the identification for the current track.

While the correspondence between model and participants is hardly perfect, it is nonetheless striking

that its predictions are in the right range with no parameter estimation.  Given the crudeness of the

assumed connection between attention and fixation, this is as good as we could expect.

Summary
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Given the few parameters estimated, the correspondence between model and average data in Figures

12 and 15 is quite promising. This relative success depends upon the integration of all the

components of the ACT-R cognitive architecture:

1. Much of the timing rested on the perceptual-motor parameters. Again we note that the

manual parameters were inherited from EPIC.

2. The overall control structure depends on the goal module and transition among goals as

revealed in Figure 13.

3. One of the significant aspects of the learning was location learning. This depended on the

declarative memory module that eventually committed to memory the locations.

4. The other significant aspect of the learning depended on the procedural memory component

and its production rule learning.

While cognitive processes were the major time cost at the beginning, the end performance of the

model largely depended on these perceptual-motor parameters. Basically, the current ACT-R model

instantiates the shift from cognitive to perceptual motor factors that Ackermann claimed about ACT

some time ago (Ackermann, 1990).

Putting it all together: Tracking Multiple Buffers in an fMRI study

The previous example discussed how the perceptual-motor, goal, declarative, and procedural

modules interacted in the learning of a complex skill. This second example will track their activity in

a brain imaging study. One of the goals of this research is to find neural anchors for the concepts in

the ACT-R model. The reason for attempting this is not to prove ACT-R correct but to acquire new

sources of data to guide the development of the theory. While the previous example of relatively
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successful behavior predictions is compelling at one level, many readers are no doubt ill at ease at

the indirection between the behavior measures as in Figure 12 and the ascriptions of goal structures

as in Figure 13. We are uncomfortable too and would like to gather more proximal measures of the

activity of various architectural modules. Therefore, we have been collecting fMRI brain activity as

participants do various tasks that have been modeled in ACT-R.

The methods we are using have contributions to make beyond guiding ACT-R development. While

perhaps a modeling effort like in the previous section is suffering from too much theory and too little

data, the opposite is true of cognitive neuroscience. A typical brain imaging study, for instance, will

find activation in a large number of regions with little basis for being able to judge which of those

activations may be significant and which may be spurious or how they relate. We will describe some

methods that can be used to place such brain imaging data rigorously in the interpretative framework

of an information processing theory like ACT-R.

The Experiment:

We have completed a number of studies of adults and adolescents solving algebraic equations

(Anderson, et al. in press; Qin, et al., submitted; Sohn et al, submitted). However, here we will

describe an artificial algebra task (Qin, et al., 2003) that involves the same ACT-R modules and

brain regions but which allows us to track learning of a symbol-manipulation skill from its

beginning. Participants in this experiment were performing an artificial algebra task (based on

Blessing & Anderson, 1996) in which they had to solve “equations”. To give an illustration suppose

the equation to be solved were
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�P �4 <–> �5

where solving means isolating the P  before the <–>. In this case the first step is to move the �4

over to the right inverting the � operator to a � so that the equation now looked like:

� P <–> �5�4

Then the � in front of the P is eliminated by converting �’s on the right side into �’s so that the

“solved” equation looks like:

P <–> �5�4

Participants were asked to perform these transformations in their heads and then key out the final

answer—this involved keying “1” to indicate that they have solved the problem and then keying 3, 5,

3, and 4 on this example. (The digits 1–5 were mapped onto the 5 fingers of the right hand in a

response glove.) The problems required 0, 1, or 2 (as in this example) transformations to solve. The

experiment looked at how participants speed up over 5 days of practice. Figure 16 shows time to hit

the first key in various conditions as a function of days. The figure shows a large effect of number of

transformations but also a substantial speed up over days.

Participants were imaged on days 1 and 5. Qin, et al. (2003) report the activity for the three cortical

regions illustrated in Figure 17. That figure shows a prefrontal region that tracks the operations in a

retrieval buffer, a motor region that tracks operations in a manual buffer, and a parietal region that

tracks operations in an imaginal buffer (part of the goal buffer) that holds the problem

representation. All three regions are in the left hemisphere. Each region was defined as 100 voxels of
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5 (voxels, wide) x 5 (long) x 4 (deep), approximately 16x16x13 mm . The centers of these regions,

given in the figure caption, were based on our previous work.

Participants had 18 seconds for each trial. Figure 18 shows how the BOLD signal varies over the 18-

second period beginning 3 seconds before the onset of the stimulus and continuing for 15 seconds

afterward which was long after the slowest response. Activity was measured every 1.5 seconds. The

first two scans provide an estimate of baseline before the stimulus comes on. These figures also

display the ACT-R predictions that we will explain shortly. The BOLD functions displayed are

typical in that there is some inertia in the rise of the signal after the critical event and then decay.

The BOLD response is delayed so that it reaches a maximum about 5 seconds after the brain activity.

The top portion of Figure 18 shows the activity around the central sulcus in the region that controls

the right hand. The effect of complexity is to delay the BOLD function (because the first finger press

is delayed in the more complex condition) but there is no effect on the basic shape of the BOLD

response because the same response sequence is being generated in all cases. The effect of practice

is also just to move the BOLD response forward in this motor region.  The middle portion of Figure

18 shows activity around the intraparietal sulcus. It shows an effect of complexity and is not much

affected by practice. It shows a considerable rise even in the simplest no-operation condition. This is

because it is still necessary to encode the equation in this condition. The amount of information to be

encoded or transformed also does not change with practice and so one would expect little change.

The functions do rise a little sooner on day 5 reflecting the more rapid processing. The bottom part

of Figure 18 shows the activity around the inferior frontal sulcus which we take as reflecting the

activity of the retrieval buffer. While it also shows a strong effect of number of transformations it
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contrasts with the parietal region in two ways. First, it shows no rise in the 0 transformation

condition because there are no retrievals in this condition. Second the magnitude of the response

decreases after 5 days reflecting the fact that the declarative structures have been greatly

strengthened and the retrievals are much quicker.

The ACT-R Model

Qin, et al. describe an ACT-R model that solves these problems  Figure 19 shows the activity of the

ACT-R buffers solving an equation that involves a single transformation. It includes an imaginal

buffer that holds the mental image of the string of symbols as they are encoded and transformed. We

(e.g., Anderson, et al., in press; Sohn, et al., 2003) have been able to model a number of data sets

assuming a 200 ms time for each of the imaginal transformations and this is the value assumed in

Figure 19. The encoding begins with the identification of the <-> sign and then the encoding of the

symbols to the right of the sign. Then begins the process of encoding the elements to the left of the

sign and their elimination in order to isolate the P. In the example in Figure 19, six operations (Steps

1-6) are required to encode the string and an additional two operations (Steps 9 & 10) to encode the

transformation. Each of these requires activity in the imaginal module. There are 5 such operations

in the case of 0 transformations and 10 in the case of 2. With respect to retrievals in Figure 19, two

pieces of information have to be retrieved for each transformation (Steps 7 & 8) that must be

performed. One piece was the operation to perform ("flip" in Figure 19) and the other the identity of

the terms to apply this operation to (argument position in Figure 19). There were 5 retrieval

operations in the case of 2 transformations and none in the case of zero transformations. In all cases

there are the final 5 motor operations (Steps 11-15 in Figure 19) but their timing will vary with how
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long the overall process takes.  The timing of these motor operations is determined by the EPIC-

inherited parameters. Qin, et al. estimated that each retrieval operation took 650 ms on Day 1 and,

because of base-level learning, each retrieval operation had sped up to 334 ms on Day 5.  Base-level

learning is the sole factor producing the speed up in Figure 16.

The imaginal buffer in Figure 19 is serving a goal function of maintaining and transformng internal

states. We have found this module to be active in all tasks where participants must imagine changes

in a spatial problem representation. Earlier we showed its involvement in the Tower of Hanoi task.

This part of the goal representation seems to be maintained in the parietal cortex. Unlike the tower of

Hanoi, equation solving of this kind does not involve means-ends reasoning but progresses by

simple transformation of the symbol string to be ever closer to the target state. We think it is for this

reason that we have not observed the dorsolateral activation in equation solving or other symbolic

transformation tasks.

The behavior in Figure 18 of the cortical regions is qualitatively in accord with the behavior of the

buffers of the ACT-R model in Figure 19. We will now describe how the quantitative predictions in

Figure 18 were obtained. These prediction methods can be used by other information-processing

models. A number of researchers (e.g., Boynton, et al., 1996; Cohen, 1997; Dale & Buckner, 1997)

have proposed that the BOLD response to an event varies according to the following function of

time, t, since the event:

B(t) = t ae− t

where estimates of the exponent, a, have varied between 2 and 10. This is a gamma function that will

reach maximum at t=a time units after the event. Anderson, et al. (in press) proposed that while a
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buffer is active it is constantly producing a change that will result in a BOLD response according the

above function. The observed fMRI response is integrated over the time that the buffer is active.

Therefore, the observed BOLD response will vary with time as

CB(t) = M i( x)B
t − x

s

⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟ 

0

t

∫ dx

where M is the magnitude scale for response, s is the latency scale, and i(x) is 1 if the buffer is

occupied at time x and 0 otherwise.

This provides a basis for taking patterns of buffer activity such as that in Figure 19 and making

predictions for the BOLD functions as in Figure 18. This requires estimating parameters a, s, and M

that reflect the characteristics of the BOLD function in the particular region. Table 2 reproduces

those parameter estimates from Qin, et al. While predicting the exact shape of the BOLD function

depends on these parameters, this approach makes some significant parameter-free predictions.

These are the relative points at which the functions will peak in different conditions  and the relative

areas under the curves for different conditions. The differences in time of the peak reflect differences

in the onset of the activity and predictions about peak times are confirmed for the motor region at the

top of Figure 18, where the response is being delayed as a function of condition. The differences in

area reflect the differences in total time the buffer is activated and predictions about relative area are

confirmed in the middle (parietal) and bottom (prefrontal) parts of Figure 18. Thus, once one has

committed to an information-processing model like Figure 19  (perhaps by fitting the behavioral data

like those in Figure 16) and committed to the corresponding brain regions, one has committed to

strong a priori predictions about the resulting BOLD functions. This potential is of great promise in

providing guidance for theory development.
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The Basal Ganglia

Figure 1 presented the proposal that the basal ganglia were critically involved in the implementation

of production rules. Figure 20 shows unpublished data from the Qin et al. study, looking at activity

in a region of the basal ganglia corresponding to the head of the caudate. This is a bilateral region,

which other studies (e.g., Poldrack, et al., 1999) have indicated may be related to procedural

learning. In Figure 20 there is a response on Day 1 and no response on Day 5. On neither day are the

conditions clearly discriminated. An analysis of variance confirms the existence of a day effect

(F(1,7) = 28.33, p < .005), but not a condition effect (F(2,14) = .78). There is a marginally

significant interaction between the two factors (F(2,14) = 3.47; p < .10) reflecting some tendency for

the 0 transformation condition to show a weaker response on Day 1 than the other two conditions.

On the ACT-R analysis, if basal ganglia represent production firing, it is not clear why there should

be any rise from baseline in any condition. In all conditions production rules are firing more or less

at a constant rate all the time. Presumably, the participant is thinking about something in the

intervals between the trials and so activating the basal ganglia. Trial activity should just maintain the

basal ganglia activity at same level as the pretrial level. Apparently, however, as others have found,

the basal ganglia are especially active when procedural learning is happening. Thus, it shows a rise

from baseline on Day 1 when the procedure is novel but not on Day 5 when it is practiced.  While

this is a neural marker possibly related to things in ACT-R such as production rule compilation, we

do not yet have a theory of why there is greater activity at these points. The theory that allowed us to

predict the BOLD functions in Figure 18 was that the magnitude of the BOLD function reflected the
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time a module was engaged.  Perhaps to account for the basal ganglia response we need to extend

the theory to include some notion of magnitude of engagement. On the other hand, the greater

activity of the basal ganglia on Day 1 might reflect engagement of production learning processes that

are only operating early in learning.

To summarize the results found in this study of skill learning:

1. The motor area tracks onset of keying. Otherwise, the form of the BOLD function is not

sensitive to cognitive complexity or practice.

2. The parietal area tracks transformations in the imagined equation. The form of the BOLD

function is sensitive to cognitive complexity but not practice.

3. The prefrontal area tracks retrieval of algebraic facts. The form of the BOLD function is

sensitive to cognitive complexity and decreases with practice.

4. The caudate tracks learning of new procedural skill. The BOLD function is not sensitive to

cognitive complexity and disappears with practice.

The ability to predict the first three results shows the promise of an integrated architecture in terms

of making sense of complex brain imaging data. The fourth result shows the potential of brain

imaging data to stimulate development of a theory of the cognitive architecture in that it challenges

us to relate this marker of procedural learning to production rule learning.

General Discussion

While our concern has naturally been with the ACT-R architecture, we are advancing it as an

illustration of the potential of integrated architectures rather than the final answer. With respect to

applications of architectures to understanding the details of human performance in tasks like the
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AAWC task, there are also impressive contributions of both the EPIC architecture (Kieras & Meyer,

1997) and the Soar architecture (Jones, Laird, Nielsen, Kenny & Koss, 1999) to similar tasks. While

these architectures have typically been applied to their own tasks, one report (Gluck & Pew, 2001, in

preparation) does compare a number of architectures applied to the same task. With respect to

relating to brain imaging data, the 4-CAPS architecture has also been used for this purpose (Just,

Carpenter, & Varma, 1999). It is perhaps significant that these are all production system

architectures reflecting Newell’s (1973) original intention for production systems that they serve an

integration function. It is interesting to note in this regard that such integration is not high on the

agenda of at least some connectionist architectures (McClelland, et al., in press).

Just because such architectures aspire to account for the integration of cognition they should not be

interpreted as claiming to have the complete truth about the nature of the mind. ACT-R is very much

a work in progress and its final fate may be just to point the way to a better conception of mind. No

theory in the foreseeable future can hope to account for all of cognition. What distinguishes theories

like ACT-R is their focus on the integration of cognition. This concern creates certain demands that

are often ignored by other theoretical approaches. As in the AAWC simulation, one cannot model

complex tasks without some strong constraints on the possible parameters of the model. It is not

feasible to do the kind of parameter estimation that is common in other theoretical approaches.

Moreover, the goal of such projects is to predict data not postdict data. Model fitting has been

criticized (Roberts & Pashler, 2000) because of the belief that the parameter estimation process

would allow any pattern of data to be fit. While this is not true, such criticisms would be best dealt

with by simply eliminating parameter estimation.
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Another consequence of the integrated approach is to make us more open to additional data such as

fMRI. Basically, we need all the help we can get in terms of guiding the design of the system. A

theory that aspires to account for the integration of cognition cannot declare such data beyond its

relevance. However, as in the case of the data from the basal ganglia it is not always immediately

obvious how to relate such data in detail to the architecture.

The ACT-R architecture in Figure 1 is incomplete. Of course, it is missing certain modules. More

fundamentally, the proposal that all neural processing passes through the basal ganglia is simply

false. There are direct connections between cortical brain areas. This would seem to imply that all

information processing does not occur through the mediation of production rules as proposed by

ACT-R. We already discussed, with respect to the issue of perfect time sharing, that such direct

stimulus-to-response connections would provide a way for processing to avoid a serial bottleneck.

While the analysis in ACT-R is certainly neither complete nor totally correct we will close with a

review of the answer it gives to how cognition is integrated. In agreement with the emerging

consensus in cognitive science, ACT-R begins with observation that the mind consists of many

independent modules doing their own things in parallel. However, some of these modules serve

important place-keeping functions – the perceptual modules keep our place in the world, the goal

module our place in a problem, and the declarative module our place in our own life history.

Information about where we are in these various spaces is made available in the buffers of the

modules. A central production system can detect patterns in these buffers and take coordinated

action. The subsymbolic learning and performance mechanisms in ACT-R work to make these

actions appropriate. In particular, the subsymbolic declarative mechanisms work to bring the right
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memories to mind and the subsymbolic procedural mechanisms work to bring the right rules to bear.

The successful models reviewed in this paper suggest that this characterization of the integration of

cognition contains some fundamental insights.
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Footnotes

1 There is a great deal of evidence that long-term memory, which is part of the retrieval

module as distinct from the buffer, is associated with the temporal lobes and hippocampus.

2 The actual value of this parameter in various instantiations of ACT-R has been the source of

some confusion. In the first Visual Interface for ACT-R, all activity was serialized and so this value

was 185 ms However, in ACT-R 5.0 the actual system parameter is 85 ms because the same

attention shift now requires two production firings.
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Table 1

Rules for the GT-ASP Experiment

(In parenthesis are the exact instructions that were given to the ACT-R model)

1. The task is to identify unidentified tracks. Unidentified tracks are half squares with

vectors emanating from them. One should hook (click on) such tracks and then go

through the sequence of identifying them. (To identify-tracks first look-for a track that is

"half-square" then hook the track then idsequence the track and then repeat)

2. One way to identify a track is to confirm that it is flying at a commercial altitude and

speed and then record it as friendly primary id and non-military air id. (To idsequence a

track first altitude-test then speed-test and then record it as "friend" "non- military"

3. The other way to identify a track is to request its EWS identity, and then classify the

track according to that identity. (To idsequence a track first  ews the track for a ews-

signal and then classify the track according to the ews-signal)

4. To confirm that a plane is flying at the commercial altitude, look in the upper left, search

down for “alt”, read the value to the right, and confirm that it is more than 25,000 and

less than 35,000. (To altitude-test  first  seek "upper-left" and then search-down for "alt"

at a location then read-next from the location a value then check-less 25000 than the

value and then check-less the value than 35000)

5. To confirm that a plane is flying at the commercial speed, look in the upper left, search

down for “speed”, read the value to the right, and confirm that it is more than 350 and

less than 550. (To speed-test first seek "upper-left" and then search-down for "speed" at
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a location then read-next from the location a value then check-less 350 than the value

and then check-less the value than 550)

6. To request the EWS identity of a track, select the “ews” key, then select “query sensor

status” key, and encode the value that you are told. (To ews a track for a ews-signal first

select "ews" then select "query sensor status" and then encode-ews the ews-signal)

7. To classify a track whose EWS identity is ARINC record it as “friendly” primary id and

“non-military” air id. (To classify a track according to a ews-signal first match the ews-

signal to "arinc564" and then record it as "friend" "non- military")

8. To classify a track whose EWS identity is APQ record it as hostile primary id and strike

air id. (To classify a track according to a ews-signal first match the ews-signal to "apq"

and then record it as "hostile" "strike")

9. To classify a track whose EWS identity is APG record it as friendly primary id and

strike air id. (To classify a track according to a ews-signal first match the ews-signal to

"apg" and then record it  as "friend" "strike")

10. To classify a track whose EWS identity is negative treat it as unclassifiable. (To classify

a track according to a ews-signal first match the ews-signal to "negative" and then mark-

node the track)

11. To record a primary id and a secondary id select the following sequence of keys: “track

manager”, “update hooked track”, “class/amp”, “primary-id”, the primary id, “air-id”,

the air-id, “save” and then you have succeeded. (To record a primary-id and a air-id first

select "track manager" then select "update hooked track" then select "class/ amp" then

select "primary id" then select the primary-id then select "air id amp" then select the air-

idthen select "save changes" and then  success)
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12. To select a key, find where it is in the menu and hit the corresponding F-key. (To select

a option first find-menu the option at a location and  then hit-key corresponding to the

location)

13. To find where an item is in the menu, look to the lower left and search to the right for

the term. (To find-menu a option at a location first seek "lower-left" and then search-

right for the option at a location)
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Table 2

Parameters and the quality of the BOLD function prediction

Imaginal Retrieval Manual

Scale (s) 1.634 1.473 1.353
Exponent (a) 4.3794 4.167 4.602
*Magnitude:  M Γ(a+1) 2.297 1.175 1.834

**Chi-square 86.85 73.18 74.02

*This is a more meaningful measure since the height of the function is determined by the exponent as
well as M.

** In calculating these chi-squares, we divided the summed deviations by the variance of the means
calculated from the condition-by-participant interaction. The chi-squares measure has 69 degrees of
freedom (72 observations minus 3 parameters). None of these reflect significant deviations.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 The organization of information in ACT-R 5.0.   See text for explanation of the

components.

Figure 2 The ACT-R schedule chart for Schumacher, et al. (1997).

Figure 3 Predictions of the ACT-R model for Schumacher, et al. (1997).

Figure 4 From Fincham, et al. (2002):  Three regions responding to number of planning subgoals.

Figure 5 A presentation of a declarative chunk with its subsymbolic quantities.

Figure 6 Representation of some of the chunks in Pirolli and Anderson (1985).

Figure 7 Activation of the chunks in Anderson and Pirolli (1985) as a function of fan and practice.

Figure 8 Time to recognize sentences in Anderson and Pirolli (1985) as a function of fan and

practice. Solid curves reflect predictions of the ACT-R model.

Figure 9 Predictions of the ACT-R utility learning mechanism for the experiment of Friedman, et

al. (1964).

Figure 10 The screen layout in the GT-ASP synthetic task. Shaded areas are the on-task regions

where the ACT-R model looks.
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Figure 11 The anatomy of an identification unit task. P stands for the keystroke corresponding to

the primary identification and A the keystroke corresponding to the air identification. There is the option

of key F10 followed by F1 during the search interval to get EWS information.

Figure 12 Time for various components of the task (see Figure 11). (a) Selection; (b) Search; (c)

Initiation; (d) Classification; (e) Save

Figure 13 Goal structures and times controlling the model’s inter-key latency at the beginning of

the experiment (a) and the end (b). Note the goals and actions in this figure are labeled with the actual

times that they occurred in the 360 second scenario.

Figure 14 Overall time of participants to perform a unit task and the times taken by the model with

various types of learning enabled.

Figure 15 Comparison of proportion of time spent by the participants fixating the three regions of

interest and the model: (a) Selection time; (b) Search time; (c) Initiation+execution+save.

Figure 16 Performance in the symbol manipulation task: Effects of number of transformations and

days of practice. (from Qin, et al., 2003).

Figure 17   An illustration of the three left ROIs for modeling. The Talairach coordinates of the Left

Motor area is (-37, -25, 47), of the Left Posterior Parietal Lobe is (-23, -64, 34), and of Left Prefrontal

region is (-40, 21, 21).
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Figure 18 Top: Ability of Manual buffer to predict the activity in the motor particle; Middle:Ability

of Imaginal buffer to predict the activity in the parietal particle; Bottom: Ability of the Retrieval buffer

to predict the activity in the prefrontal particle. From Qin, et al. (2003).

Figure 19 Activity of ACT-R buffers in solving an equation.

Figure 20 Activity in the basal ganglia. This reflects the average of two 4x4x4 voxel regions

centered at (-15, 10, 6) and (15, 10, 6) in the left and right hemispheres. The area is across the Head of

Caudate Nucleus and Putamen (and some Globus pallidus). The center of each ROI is in internal capsule

(white matter, between the Head of Caudate Nucleus and Putamen).
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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Figure 9
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Figure 12
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 Figure 12
(c) Initiation

 Figure 12
(d) Classification
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(e) Save
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Figure 13a

Figure 13b
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Figure 14
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Figure 15a
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Figure 15b
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Figure 15c
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Figure 16
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 Figure 17
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Figure 18

Imaginal Predicts Parietal  
Day 1, r =.990
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Figure 19

ACT-R Buffer Activity during Solution of �P < = > �4�3
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Figure 20a

Figure 20b
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